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Abstract

We describe a mechanically checked correctness proof for the comparator sort algorithm underlying a microcode program in a commercially
designed digital signal processing chip. The abstract algorithm uses an
unlimited number of systolic comparator modules to sort a stream of data.
In addition to proving that the algorithm produces an ordered permutation of its input, we prove two theorems that are important to verifying
the microcode implementation. These theorems describe how positive and
negative \in nities" can be streamed into the array of comparators to
achieve certain e ects. Interesting generalizations are necessary in order
to prove these theorems inductively. The mechanical proofs were carried
out with the ACL2 theorem prover. We nd these proofs both mathematically interesting and illustrative of the kind of mathematics that must be
done to verify software.

1 Informal Discussion of the Problem
It is often necessary to perform statistical ltering and peak location in digital spectra for communications signal processing. In this paper we consider
an abstraction of the algorithm implemented on one such microprocessor, the
Motorola CAP digital signal processor [5]. One of the major functional units
of the CAP is the adder array, a collection of 20-bit adder/subtracters, each of
which has 8 dedicated input registers and a dedicated path to a local memory.
The CAP adder array was originally designed to support fast FFT computations, but the designers also included the datapaths necessary to accelerate peak
nding.
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The so-called \5PEAK" program of the CAP [3] uses the microprocessor's
adder array as a systolic comparator array as shown in Figure 1. The program
streams data through the comparator array and nds the ve largest data points
and the ve corresponding memory addresses. In this informal discussion we
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Figure 1: Abstract View of Comparator Array
largely ignore memory addresses paired with each data point.
Candidate data points enter the array by way of register C1 and move
through the array, towards the right in the diagram. Maximum values (peaks)
remain in the array in the Pn registers, and the minima are eventually discarded
when they pass out of the last comparator. On each cycle the comparator array
updates the registers as follows:
C1 = next data point;
Cn = min(Cn 1 ; Pn 1 ); n > 1;
Pn = max(Cn ; Pn ):
Informally, the peak registers, Pi , maintain the maximum value that has passed
by that point in the comparator array. How can we use this array to sort? Or,
more particularly, to identify the n highest peaks in the stream of data?
Using the comparator array to nd the ve maxima requires several steps.
We explain the algorithm by example here. In the following we will represent the
contents of the comparator array registers in the format shown below, with the
contents of each peak register above the contents of the corresponsing candidate
register.



P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

The next state of the comparator array on each cycle is


max(P1 ; C1 ) max(P2 ; C2 ) max(P3 ; C3 ) max(P4 ; C4 ) max(P5 ; C5 ) ;
d
min(P1 ; C1 ) min(P2 ; C2 ) min(P3 ; C3 ) min(P4 ; C4 )
where d represents the next data point.
We will illustrate the peak search for the 10-element data vector


2 9 3 5 4 1 8 7 10 6 :
Although this example uses small unsigned numbers for simplicity, the CAP
implementation of comparator array and 5PEAK microcode will correctly search
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any vector of signed, 20-bit 2's complement data values, subject to a few obvious
restrictions.
The comparator array is initialized by setting C1 to the rst (leftmost) element of the data vector, and setting every other register to 1. In the xed
bit-width hardware realization of the comparator array on the CAP, the role of
1 is played by the most negative number, 219 .
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Carrying out the comparator array operations for 9 more steps results in the
con guration


10 8 5 3 2 :
6 9 7 4 1
Up to this point the algorithm described here is essentially identical to
the two VLSI sorting algorithms described in [8, 4]. These researchers o ered
special-purpose hardware designs with the same basic compare-exchange step
described above. There is a key di erence, however, in that the VLSI sorting
proposals require reversing the direction of data ow to extract the sorted data.
In these approaches the sorting machine is a stack that accepts data pushes in
arbitrary order but pops data in sorted order. For example, if after loading the
sample vector we were to rede ne the next-state function of our sorting array
to be

Output
Pn
Cn
P5

= max(C1 ; P1 );
= max(Cn+1 ; Pn+1 );
= min(Cn ; Pn ); n < 5;
= 1

and pump ten times, the original input vector would be popped to the output
in descending order. As long as there are enough registers and comparators for
the input data set size, a machine of this type can sort data as fast as it can
be physically moved to and from the sorting array. Reference [8] also describes
ways to pipeline the use of these sorting machines to increase throughput.
Although the CAP provided numerous data paths in the adder array, reversing the direction of data ow was not possible, and another solution to extracting
the maxima had to be found. Among the many possiblities that were supported
by the hardware, the most straightforward involved simply continuing to step
the original compare-exchange algorithm and collecting the maxima as they are
ejected out the array. This was the algorithm ultimately encoded in CAP microcode. In the CAP algorithm, data input is completed by stepping the array
one more cycle with a dummy input of +1. In the xed bit-width hardware
realization on the CAP the role of +1 is played by the most positive data value,
3

219 1.





10 9 7 4 2
+1 6 8 5 3 :
At this point register P1 holds the maximum value, yet the rest of the array is
not yet ordered in any discernable way, except that the Pn registers satisfy the
invariant given above. As we will show later, this invariant guarantees that if
we `pump' the array four times with +1, then the maxima will collect at the
end of the array in registers P3 , C4 , P4 , C5 , and P5 .




+1 +1 10 8 6 :
+1 +1 +1 9 7

At this point the comparator array data registers C1 ; P1 ; C2 ; : : : ; C5 ; P5 are ordered, and the array acts like a shift register as long as +1 is pumped into
C1 . Pumping the array ve times with +1 forces the ve maxima out of the
comparator array in reverse order, where they can be collected and stored.
To summarize, the systolic comparator array can be used to compute the
ve maxima of a data vector by the following steps:
 The rst data point is loaded into C1 , and the rest of the comparator
array is initialized to 1.
 The data vector is pumped into the array one point at a time, and a single
+1 is inserted to nish the data input.
 Pumping four times with +1 causes the maxima to collect at the end of
the array.
 Pumping ve times with +1 forces the maxima out of the array in reverse
order, where they are collected and stored.
The algorithm above is implemented in microcode on the CAP. It is among
several microcode programs for that processor that we have mechanically veri ed. As described brie y in [3], we formalized the CAP in the ACL2 logic,
sketched below. We then extracted the microcode for the 5PEAK program from
the CAP ROM, obtaining a sequence of bit vectors, and used the ACL2 theorem prover to show that when the abstract CAP machine executes the extracted
code on an appropriate initial state and for the appropriate number of cycles,
the ve highest peaks and their addresses are deposited into certain locations.
We de ned the \highest peaks and their addresses" by de ning, for speci cation
purposes only, a sort function in ACL2 which sorts such address/data pairs into
descending order. The reader will see that this sorting function is exactly the
stack-like sorting method of the VLSI implementations described above. In our
5PEAK speci cation we refer to the rst ve pairs in the ordering.
The argument that the microcode is correct is quite subtle, in part because
an arbitrary amount of data is streamed through and in part because the positive
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and negative in nities involved in the algorithm can be legitimate data values
but are accompanied by bogus addresses; correctness depends on a certain \antistability" property of the comparator array. A wonderfully subtle generalization
of a key lemma was necessary in order to produce a theorem that could be proved
by mathematical induction.
In this paper we discuss only the high-level algorithm sketched above and
its correctness proof. We do not discuss the microcode itself.
The event list is available at http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/moore/publications/csort/csort.lisp.

2 ACL2
Before we present this work in detail we brie y describe the ACL2 logic and
theorem prover.
ACL2 stands for \A Computational Logic for Applicative Common Lisp."
ACL2 is both a mathematical logic and system of mechanical tools which can be
used to construct proofs in the logic. The logic formalizes a subset of Common
Lisp. The ACL2 system is essentially a re-implemented extension, for applicative Common Lisp, of the so-called \Boyer-Moore theorem prover" Nqthm [1, 2].
The ACL2 logic is a rst-order, essentially quanti er-free logic of total recursive functions providing mathematical induction and two extension principles:
one for recursive de nition and one for \encapsulation."
The syntax of ACL2 is a subset of that of Common Lisp. However, we do not
use Lisp syntax in this paper. The rules of inference are those of propositional
calculus with equality together!:::with instantiation and mathematical induction
on the ordinals up to 0 = !! . The axioms of ACL2 describe ve primitive
data types: the numbers (actually, the complex rationals), characters, strings,
symbols, and ordered pairs or \conses".
Essentially all of the Common Lisp functions on the above data types are
axiomatized or de ned as functions or macros in ACL2. By \Common Lisp
functions" here we mean the programs speci ed in [9] that are (i) applicative,
(ii) not dependent on state, implicit parameters, or data types other than those
in ACL2, and (iii) completely speci ed, unambiguously, in a host-independent
manner. Approximately 170 such functions are axiomatized or de ned. The
functions used in Table 1 are particularly important here.
Common Lisp functions are partial; they are not de ned for all possible
inputs. In ACL2 we complete the domains of the Common Lisp functions and
provide a \guard mechanism" by which one can establish that the completion
process does not a ect the value of a given expression. See [6].
The most important data structure we use in this paper is lists. The empty
list is usually represented by the symbol nil. The non-empty list whose rst
element is x and whose remaining elements are those in the list y is represented
5

expression
endp (x)
cons (x; y)
car (x)
cdr (x)
cadr (x)
cddr (x)
zp (x)
len (x)

meaning
true i x is the empty list
the ordered pair < x; y >
the left component of (the ordered pair) x
the right component of x
the left component of the right component of x
the right component of the right component of x
x = 0 (or x is not a natural number)
the number of elements in the list x

Table 1: The Meaning of Certain Expressions
by the ordered pair < x; y >. This ordered pair is the value of the expression
cons (x, y).
Here is an example of a simple list processing function, namely, the function
for concatenating two lists. In the syntax of Common Lisp we could write this
as
(defun append (x y )
(if (endp x)

y

(cons (car x) (append (cdr x) y )))).

but we will here use the notation
Definition:

append (x; y)
=
if endp (x) then y
else cons (car (x);
append (cdr (x); y))
The concatenation of the empty x to y yeilds y. The concatenation of a
non-empty x to y is obtained by consing the rst element of x, car (x), to the
concatenation of the rest of x, cdr (x), to y.
Readers interested in learning more about Common Lisp should consult [9].
Readers interested in the logical foundations of applicative Common Lisp as formalized in ACL2 should see [7]. Readers interested in the ACL2 system should
see [6, 3] as well as the home page for ACL2, http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/moore/acl2, which contains the source code, 5 megabytes of hypertext documentation, a bibliography, and many applications.
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3 High-Level Speci cation
We typically approach the veri cation of a machine code program in two phases,
by rst characterizing what the machine code computes at a low level, and then
showing that the low-level behavior meets, or is somehow equivalent to, a higherlevel speci cation. If we had approached the veriication of the 5PEAK algorithm
in this way we would have rst speci ed the exact function computed by the
comparator array, and then proved that this function computed the ve peaks.
For this particular application, it turned out to be more convenient to directly
prove that the machine code execution satis es the high-level speci cation, but
to formalize the speci cation in a way particularly oriented toward the code.
To that end, we speci ed the 5PEAK application in terms of an abstract sorting
algorithm. We proved that the 5PEAK microcode computes the rst ve elements
of the output vector of this abstract algorithm, i.e., the ve maxima.
We de ned the abstract sorting algorithm in a way that made the correspondence proof relatively easy. But it was then encumbent upon us to prove
that the abstract algorithm was actually a sorting algorithm, i.e., that it returns
an ordered permutation of its input. In addition, in relating the abstract algorithm to the microcode it was necessary to prove several theorems about how
the signed in nities are handled by the abstract algorithm. These theorems are
especially interesting to prove.
Therefore, this paper presents the abstract sorting algorithm and the key
theorems about it. We focus on the hardest of these theorems to prove, namely
the treatment of positive in nities. Despite the general nature of these theorems
{ e.g., the absence of bounds on the lengths of the vectors being sorted or the size
of the data { the reader is reminded that these theorems play a direct role in the
very practical problem of the 5PEAK microcode veri cation and are illustrative
of the kind of general mathematics one must handle in code veri cation.
The abstract sorting algorithm sorts lists of \records" with integer keys.
The algorithm is inspired by the operation of a comparator array, except that it
uses an unlimited number of comparators.. The records are represented as cons
pairs as constructed by cons (other, data), where where the data eld represents
the integer sort key, and the other eld is arbitrary (but, in practice, contains
the address from which the data was obtained). The basic systolic cycle of the
general algorithm is captured by the function cstep.
Definition:

cstep (acc )
=
if endp (acc ) then nil
elseif endp (cdr (acc )) then acc
else cons (max-pair (cadr (acc ), car (acc )),
cons (min-pair (cadr (acc ), car (acc )),
cstep (cddr (acc ))))
7

where
Definition:

max-pair (pair1 , pair2 )
=
if data (pair1 )  data (pair2 ) then pair2
else pair1
Definition:

min-pair (pair1 , pair2 )
=
if data (pair1 )  data (pair2 ) then pair1
else pair2
The function cstep orders adjacent records in the accumulator acc pairwise,
just as the comparator array orders Cn ; Pn into Pn ; Cn+1 on each cycle.
Feeding the input vector into the unlimited resource comparator array is
modeled by the function cfeed
Definition:

cfeed (lst , acc )
=
if endp (lst ) then acc
else cfeed (cdr (lst ),
cstep (cons (car (lst ), acc )))
The function cfeed maintains an important invariant on the accumulator mentioned earlier in reference to the comparator array. If we number the elements
of the accumulator, acc,
acc0 ; acc1 ; : : : ; accn
where acc0 is the rst element of the accumulator, then
acci  accj ; for i even and i < j:
That is, the even numbered elements dominate the elements to their right. Call
this property  (acc). It is not dicult to prove that  is invariant under cfeed.
That is, if an accumulator has property  and a list of records is fed into it
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with cfeed then the result satis es . Since  (nil) holds, we can create an
accumulator satisfying  by feeding an arbitrary list of records into the empty
accumulator.
Furthermore, we can also prove that if a non-empty accumulator acc has
property , then the rst element of acc is a maximal element and the result of
applying cstep to cdr (acc) satis es . Thus, we can sort such an accumulator
by `draining' o the maxima while stepping the remainder.1
Definition:

cdrain (n , acc )
=
if zp (n ) then acc
else cons (car (acc ),
cdrain (n

1,

cstep (cdr (acc ))))

The nal sorting algorithm feeds the input data vector into an empty accumulator and then drains o the maxima.
Definition:

csort (lst )
=
cdrain (len (lst ), cfeed (lst , nil))

4 The Key Theorems
Given the foregoing claims about  it is not dicult to prove
Theorem: Ordered Permutation Property

The function csort returns an ordered (weakly descending) permutation of its input.
To relate these abstractions to the microcode, we had to develop two other
interesting and crucial properties. First, observe that in the de nition of csort
above the cfeed operation is done with the initial accumulator nil. But in the
code, the corresponding operation is done with the peak and candidate value
registers initialized to the most negative CAP integer. To prove that the code
implements csort (in the sense described) we had to prove
1 We de ne cdrain with a counter n because this is convenient for mapping operations
from the actual xed-size comparator array on the CAP to the unlimited resource comparator
sorter.
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Theorem: Negative In nity Property
Let lst be a list of records and min be one record, and suppose every
element of lst dominates (i.e., has data greater than or equal to the
data of)min. Let minlst be a list of n repetitions of min. Then
cfeed (lst, minlst) is just append (cfeed (lst, nil), minlst).

This theorem tells us that if we initialize the comparator array to \negative
in nities" as done on the CAP (i.e., to minlst where min is a record containing
the most negative CAP integer) and then feed the input vector into it, the
abstract result is the same as feeding the vector into an empty comparator array,
as in our de nition of csort, and then concatenating the \negative in nities" to
the right. Since we are only interested in the rst ve elements, we can see
that the negative in nities are irrelevant to the nal answer if the input vector
contains more than ve elements.
The second interesting property concerns the fact that our csort uses the
function cdrain while the second phase of the microcode performs this step by
feeding in \positive in nities." We prove the following theorem to overcome this
di erence:
Theorem: Positive In nity Property
Let acc be a list of records satisfying . Let max be a record that
dominates every element of acc. Finally, let maxlst be a list of n
repetitions of max, where n is an integer, 0  n  jaccj. Then
cfeed (maxlst, acc) is append (maxlst, cdrain (n, acc)).

Note that the accumulator produced from nil by cfeed satis es  and thus
has the property required of acc in the theorem above. Furthermore, a list of n
repetions of the \positive in nity" record has the property required of maxlst
above. The theorem thus tells us that when the second phase of the CAP code
feeds positive in nitives into the array the result is the same as concatenating
positive in nities to the result of draining the comparators as speci ed in our
de nition of csort. Thus, at the conclusion of the second phase, the rightmost
registers in the CAP array contain the answer computed by cdrain.
We nd this relationship between cfeed and cdrain to be both surprising and
beautiful.

5 Proof of the Positive In nity Property
The two in nity properties are challenging to prove. We will brie y discuss our
proof of the Positive In nity Property. The problem is a familiar one to anyone
who has proved theorems by induction: the theorem must be generalized. This
problem is a mathematical one and is independent of the particular mechanized
logic or mechanical theorem prover employed.
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The theorem we wish to prove involves feeding a series of n max's into acc.
What happens when you do that? The max's pile up (in reverse order) at the
front and acc is stepped with cstep, except that odd/even parities of the elements
of acc alternate because of the max's being added to the front. We leave to the
reader the problem of discovering what goes wrong with an attempt to prove
the theorem directly by induction, but dealing with these changing parities is
one of the problems.
To prove the Positive In nity Property we prove a stronger property by induction. We state the stronger property, Positive In nity Property Generalized,
below. But we motivate (and sketch the proof of) the property in the discussion
below, where we explain how to strengthen the original property. The original
property involves feeding a list of max's into an accumulator acc. We will generalize the theorem by generalizing both the list of max's and the accumulator.
We start with the latter.
From the discussion above it is clear that the general state of the accumulator
is not one merely satisfying  but one containing a pile of max's at the front
and satisfying . Thus, the accumulator should have the form append(s; acc0 ).
At rst it may appear sucient to require that s be a list of max's and that
append(s; acc0 ) satisfy , but we need to generalize further. In particular, we
require that s be an ordered (weakly descending) list of records such that jsj is
even and every element of s dominates every element of acc0 .
Note that under these conditions, if acc0 satis es  then so does the concatenation of s and acc0 . The facts that jsj is even and every element of s dominates
every element of acc0 allows us to distribute  over the concatenation, e.g.,
append(s; acc0 ) has property  i both s and acc0 have the property. Note also
that if jsj is even, then cstep distributes over append also: the result of stepping
the concatenation of s and acc0 is the concatenation of the results of stepping
s and stepping acc0 . Such observations are crucial and we use them implicitly
below.
So the general shape of the accumulator is append (s; acc0 ) where s and acc0
are as above.
Instead of feeding in a list of max's, we feed in an arbitrary list of records,
lst, such that lst is ordered but weakly ascending, every element of lst dominates
the elements of s and of acc0 , and jlstj < jacc0 j.
To see why this version of the theorem is necessary, consider inductively
proving a theorem involving the expression
cfeed(lst; append(s; acc0 ))
where lst, s and acc0 have the properties required above.
In the induction step, lst is non-empty, i.e., is cons (mx; lst0 ). Consider
what happens when we feed in the rst element, mx, to the comparator. The
function cfeed conses mx onto append(s; acc0 ), steps it, and recursively handles
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lst0. That is, the expression above becomes
cfeed (lst0; cstep (cons (mx; append (s; acc0 ))))
and we seek an induction hypothesis that will enable us to manipulate this
expression further. But the inductive hypothesis will be of the form
cfeed (lst0 ; append (; ));
for lst0 and some  and satisfying our general conditions on lst, s and acc0
above. Clearly, we must manipulate the cstep expression above, which we shall
call , into the append form.
Because jlstj < jacc0 j we can write acc0 as cons (a; acc00 ). Thus,
= cstep (cons (mx; append (s; acc0 )))
= cstep (cons (mx; append (s; cons (a; acc00 ))))
= cstep (append (cons (mx; append (s; cons (a; nil))); acc00 ))
Because jsj is even, so is jcons(mx; append(s; cons(a; nil)))j. Thus, we can distribute cstep over the append to obtain
= append (cstep (cons (mx; append (s; cons (a; nil))));
cstep (acc00 ))
Since s is ordered, weakly descending, mx dominates everything in s and a
is dominated by everything in s, the list cons (mx; append (s; cons (a; nil))) is
ordered, weakly descending. Thus the rst cstep expression above is a no-op.
= append (cons (mx; append (s; cons (a; nil)));
cstep (acc00 ))
Hence, is in the form append(; ), where
 : cons (mx; append (s; cons (a; nil)))
: cstep (acc00 )
A little thought will show that these values of  and satisfy the conditions on
s and acc0 required by the theorem.
In short, an inductive proof of the following general theorem is straightforward, given the fairly subtle relationships between the conditions illustrated
above.
Theorem: Positive In nity Property Generalized
Let acc0 be a list of records satisfying . Let lst be a list of records
such that jlstj < jacc0 j and suppose that lst is ordered weakly ascending. Let s be a list of records such that jsj is even and s is
ordered weakly descending. Finally, suppose every element of lst
dominates every element of s and of acc0 and that every element of
s dominates every element of acc0 . Then
12

cfeed (lst; append (s; acc0 ))
=
append (reverse (lst); s; cdrain (jlstj; acc0)).
Note that our Positive In nity Property follows from the one above, if we
let s be nil, acc0 be acc and lst be a list of n max's.

6 A Tour of the ACL2 Proof Script
Proofs of all three of the key theorems noted here have been checked with
the ACL2 theorem prover. Ninety- ve ACL2 de nitions and theorems are
involved in our proof of these theorems. This includes the de nitions necessary to de ne all of the concepts. The ACL2 input script or \book" is
http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/moore/publications/csort/csort.lisp. We give
a brief sketch of the book here. The book is divided into six \chapters."
Chapter 1 deals with elementary list processing and is completely independent of the speci cs of the comparator sort problem. It de nes functions for
retrieving the rst n elements of a list and for producing a list of n repetitions
of an element, and it de nes the predicate that determines whether one list is
a permutation of another. The chapter then proves fundamental properties of
several primitive ACL2 functions and these functions, including
 the concatenation function is associative,
 the length of the concatenation of two lists is the sum of their lengths,
 the rst n element of a list of length n is the list itself, and
 the reverse of n repetitions of an element is just n repetitions of the element.
The most important contribution of this chapter is that it establishes that
the permutation predicate is an equivalence relation and that it is a congruence
relation for certain Lisp primitives such as list membership, concatenation, and
length. Here we will denote that a is a permutation of b by \a ' b". When
we say that the permutation predicate is a congruence relation for (the second
argument of) list membership, we mean \a ' b ! (x 2 a) $ (x 2 b)".
ACL2 supports congruence-based rewriting. When ACL2 rewrites an expression it does so in a context in which it is trying to maintain some given
equivalence relation. Generally, at the top-level of a formula, it rewrites to
maintain propositional equivalence. Because of the above congruence relation,
when ACL2 rewrites an expression like \ 2 " to maintain propositional equivalence (\$") it can rewrite to maintain the permutation relation (\'").
How does ACL2 rewrite maintaining \'"? The answer is that it uses rewrite
rules that use \'" as their top-level predicate. For example, the theorem that
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reverse(x) ' x can be so used as a rewrite rule in the second argument of \2".
Thus, \e 2 reverse(x)" rewrites to \e 2 x". This rewrite rule about reverse
(modulo ') is included in the rst chapter of our book. In all, Chapter 1
contains 37 de nitions and theorems.
Chapter 2 deals with the idea of ordering lists of pairs by the \data" component. It de nes the function \data" and the predicate \ordered" and also de nes
two other predicates. The rst (\all-gte") checks that one pair dominates all
the pairs in a given list, in the sense that the pair's data eld is greater than or
equal to that of each of the other pairs. The second (\all-all-gte") checks that
every pair in one list dominates all the pairs in another. These predicates are
used in our formalizations of the two in nity properties.
The chapter then lists about 20 theorems about these functions and predicates, including,
 that permutation is a congruence relation for all-gte and all-all-gte, e.g.,
that a ' b ! all-gte (p; a) $ all-gte (p; b).
 that the concatenation of two lists is ordered precisely when the two lists
are ordered and all the elements of the rst dominate those of the second,
 that a pair dominates the elements of the concatenation of two lists precisely when it dominates all the elements of each list, and
 that the list consisting of n repetitions of an element is ordered.
A total of 25 events are in this chapter.
Chapter 3 contains the six events de ning min-pair, max-pair, cstep, cfeed,
cdrain and csort.
Chapter 4 establishes the basic properties of the above-mentioned functions,
including that cstep, cfeed, and cdrain produce permutations of their arguments,
the corollaries that the lengths of their outputs are suitably related to the lengths
of their inputs, and that cstep has these three properties:
 cstep distributes over the concatenation of two lists if the rst list has
even length,
 cstep distributes over the concatenation of two lists if the second list is
ordered and is dominated by the elements of the rst list,
 cstep is a no-op on ordered lists.
Thirteen theorems are in this chapter.
In Chapter 5 we are concerned with the invariant . We de ne it and prove
 (cdr(acc)) ! (cstep(acc)), and
 (acc) ! (cfeed(lst; acc)).
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Two other lemmas are proved to help ACL2 to nd the proofs of these two
theorems.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we prove the three theorems discussed in this paper.
The theorem that csort produces an ordered permutation of its input is decomposed into two parts. The permutation part, csort(acc) ' acc, is trivial, given
the work done in Chapter 4. The ordered part is ordered(csort(lst)) and is
proved using the lemma:
 If n is a natural number such that n  jaccj and acc has property , then
ordered( rstn(2 + n; cdrain(n; acc))).
The Positive In nity Property is proved using the lemma below.
 Suppose data (p1 )  data (p2 ). Suppose s is an ordered list of even length,
p1 dominates every element of s, and every element of s dominates p2 .
Then
cstep (cons (p1 ; append (s; cons (p2 ; acc))))
= cons (p1 ; append (s; cons (p2 ; cstep (acc)))):
This lemma is the key simpli cation step in the proof discussed above of Positive
In nity Property Generalized, which is the next theorem proved in this chapter.
It is necessary to tell ACL2 to use the particular induction scheme used in our
discussion. The Positive In nity Property is then proved by instantiation.
The Negative In nity Property relies on a similar, inductively proved generalization:
 Suppose acc is ordered. Suppose further that every element of lst dominates every element of acc and that every element of s dominates acc.
Then cfeed (lst; append (s; acc)) = append (cfeed (lst; s); acc).
It takes about 25 seconds to prove all of theorems in all of the chapters. This
measurement is taken on a 200 MHz Sun Microsystems Ultra-2.
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